Safety Matters
Marina Rules & Regulations

Carters Cove Marina - 347 Carters Cove Dr. - Weems, Virginia 22576

Marina Rules & Regulations
Children - All children must be supervised by a parent or guardian and the wearing of a life jacket
while on the docks is recommended.
Conduct - Unbecoming conduct is prohibited within the confines of this Marina. It is recognized
that "unbecoming" may be considered an ambiguous term. Feel free to discuss it with the Marina
Management before proceeding.
Dinghies - Must be stored on your boat or on dinghy rack. Please see Marina Management if you
need a dinghy rack contract or if you have any questions.
Dock Carts - Are for slip holder's use only. Please return dock carts to either of the loading and
unloading area when you are finished using them.
Docks - Riding any wheeled conveyance (other than a wheel chair) on the docks is prohibited!
Management must approve any items you wish to place on the dock or dock pilings in writing, in
advance.
Fireworks - All types of fireworks or sparklers are prohibited at the Marina.
Grills - No charcoal or other open fires are allowed on the piers or boats while at the Marina.
Heaters - Any form of space heaters or light bulbs in the engine compartment, not originally
designed for marine use and not properly installed is a serious fire hazard and are not allowed.
Laundry - Shall not be placed on the topsides of the boats, dock or pilings.
Parking - All cars should be parked in designated parking spots so your car is not damaged by
equipment or obstruct other boat owners' vehicles.
Pets - All pets must be leashed and the owner is required to clean up after them. They must not
make a disturbance. A designated dog walk area is available.
Speeding (LAND) - The speed limit for the Marina Is 5 MPH.
Speeding (WATER) - the area around the Marina is a NO WAKE Zone. You are legally responsible
for you wake.
Swimming - ABSOLUTELY NO SWIMMING IS ALLOWED IN OR AROUND THE MARINA.
Trash - All trash should be disposed of in the dumpster. You are responsible for the area of your
boat slip. All will comply with the Virginia Clean Marina program, Please see Manager for details.
Washing Machines - Do not wash anything containing oil, paint, fuel or any hazardous substance
in the laundry machines.
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